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Introduction
What is the relationship between the
boundaries of a national community and the
scope of the applicability of its criminal law?
Does this relationship change in an age of
international criminal law? These questions are
part of a broader inquiry I am pursuing into
the changing nature of political trials in a global
age. Elsewhere, I have taken issue with recent
developments in international criminal law
with regard to “universal jurisdiction”.1

In this essay, I would like to approach the
question from the opposite direction, asking
how the attempt to domesticate an inter-group
political conflict by resorting to criminal law
changes both our understanding of the conflict
and of the legitimate boundaries of the criminal
law. I address the theoretical issue by
comparing two “borderline cases”2 that were
tried in recent years by Israeli courts. The first
case, the trial of Azmi Bishara, a former Arab
member of the Israeli Parliament (the Knesset),
dealt with a speech given by Bishara in Syria
in favor of the Palestinian (and Lebanese) right
of “resistance”.3 The second case, the trial of
Marwan Barghouti, a member of the
Palestinian Parliament and a political leader
in the Fatah movement, was a murder trial,
but contained a strong “speech” component
(dealing with speeches Barghouti delivered in
support of the Intifada against the Israeli
Occupation).4 In both cases the criminal
prosecution hinged on accusations of ‘terror’
that had to be translated into specific criminal
offenses. I will argue that these were not regular
trials, but rather “political trials”, in the sense
that the very legitimacy of the use of criminal
law was at issue, given the political nature of
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the conflict. It must be stated at the outset that
my designation of the trials as “political” does
not mean that they should be forbidden in
principle; rather, that we have to engage the
unique problems they raise in an honest way
(without hiding behind the mask of liberal
legalism). Accordingly, I will attempt to point
out the difficulties that emerge when terrorism
is brought into the scope of the criminal law
and is adjudicated by national courts associated
with one side to the conflict. I will also point
out the unexpected risks such trials might carry
for the political authorities pursuing them, and
weigh their role in classifying the defendant
as “friend or foe” to the national community.
Finally, I consider the extent to which such
trials can provide a forum (limited and
confined) for hearing the Other’s story
(otherwise suppressed or denied), and for
enlarging the space of political debate.

Friend and Foe
Liberal criminal law is based on the rejection
of an identity-based approach to crime and on
its replacement with an action-based approach
(which is supposed to be more neutral).5 This
liberal portrayal of modern criminal law was
the object of criticism by the German jurist
Carl Schmitt (who under the Third Reich
became an advocate of Nazism). Schmitt
pointed to a contradiction which characterizes
the liberal legal system. On the one hand, it
is committed to an action-based approach to
crime. On the other hand, the very boundaries
of the protection of the criminal law are drawn
according to an identity-based approach, one
that differentiates between friend and foe,
citizen and enemy. In his book The Concept
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of the Political, Carl Schmitt writes about the
“political enemy”:

The specific political distinction to which political

actions and motives can be reduced is that between

friend and enemy… The distinction of friend and

enemy denotes the utmost degree of a union or

separation, of an association or dissociation... The

political enemy… [is] the other, the stranger, and

it is sufficient for his nature that he is, in an

especially intense way, existentially something

different and alien, so that in the extreme case

conflicts with him are possible.6

According to Schmitt, whoever is considered
a “friend” is regarded as residing within the
internal circle of the law: she could be a law-
abiding citizen who might get into a political
argument over the basic values of society, or
she could be someone who takes the law into
her own hands and thereby breaks it. She is
then considered a criminal, regardless of
whether the action stemmed from an opposing
political or ideological value system. Someone
outside the circle of the polity, on the other
hand, can be either a friendly outsider, or, and
most importantly, can be viewed as the
“enemy”. With the enemy, even liberal
democracies do not use the criminal law. In
extreme cases, they resort to violent conflict
called war, and are under the scope of a
different set of applicable laws: the
international laws of war.7 In other words,
violence becomes a permissible tool in certain
circumstances, depending on the prior
classification of the adversary as “friend” or
“foe”.

What we have witnessed in the last few
years is a process of a blurring of this line
between the internal and the external and
between criminal law and the laws of war. This
has been done through the introduction of the
concept of “terror”. Expressions such as “War

on Terrorism” are used simultaneously with
references to terrorists as mere “criminals”.
This confusion indicates that there is a need
to distinguish terrorists from the community
of citizens, from the ordinary ways of
protesting and breaking the law (treating them
as the “enemy”). At the same time, there is a
need to depoliticize their actions by
criminalizing them. However, by resorting to
criminal law a contradiction is revealed, since,
traditionally, the application of criminal law
indicates that the accused belongs to the polity
(presupposing that he or she has an obligation
to answer to the injured community.) Thus,
extending the jurisdiction of criminal law over
terrorists has the tendency to undermine the
distinction between insiders and outsiders,
friends and foes. At the same time, the criminal
law can also underline this distinction, since
liberal criminal law (unlike international law)
makes no room for the “political motive” of
the accused. His or her actions are thus devoid
of political meaning, and the criminal
defendant is depicted as the Other to society.8

By applying the criminal law over alleged
terrorists the distinction between the internal
and the external, friend and foe, citizen and
Other, is blurred.

Kirchheimer: Political Trials and the
Element of Risk
The traditional liberal response to this
difficulty was one of boundary drawing. Liberal
theorists rely on a binary structure that sharply
distinguishes between criminal law and
international law, and argue that the only
relevant question is under which rubric we
should deal with the “terrorist”.9 But such
liberal legalism only avoids the problem I am
raising here, since it does not acknowledge the
process by which one is defined as “friend” or
“foe” through the use of the criminal trial.
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Perhaps a new conceptual framework is
necessary, one that is capable of acknowledging
the existence of political trials under liberal
democracies, while demarcating the limits of
the legitimate use of the criminal law against
alleged terrorists. I submit that this is the task
of a liberal theory of political trials.10 The
question of how to assess the legitimacy of a
political trial has been examined in the past
by various liberal authors. I would like to rely
here on the writings of Otto Kirchheimer in
order to evaluate the current developments of
adjudicating terror in national courts.

 Kirchheimer identified a double function
of the criminal political trial. One function is
to banish a political adversary. A second
function is to legitimize this act through the
legacy of the “rule of law”. In other words,
using criminal law against a political adversary
legitimizes the-powers-that-be because their
own political motivation is camouflaged by the
trial and their political move is presented as
an ordinary act of criminal prosecution
(especially since liberal criminal law does not
allow the “political motive” of the accused to
enter the legal deliberation). Thus, a successful
political trial for the authorities is one that
transforms a legitimate political adversary into
a criminal whose criticism of the authorities
no longer has to be addressed politically.
However, this double function of the criminal
trial carries an inherent risk for the political
authorities. In order for the trial to bring about
legitimization, some independence (separation
of powers) must be guaranteed to the court.
The defendant can rely on this relative
autonomy of the court to expose the political
motivation of the authorities and use the trial
to de-legitimize them. The trial is then revealed
not as a criminal prosecution but rather a
political persecution. Under conditions of
relative autonomy the political trial can become

a high-risk game for both parties. The entirety
of Kirchheimer’s writings on this issue is
directed at identifying this game and
considering the possibilities of expanding the
space of opportunity for the political defendant
by introducing a genuine element of risk to
the trial.

Resorting to criminal law against political
speech threatens to narrow the political space
in which conflicting groups debate the basic
values of society. However, when we deal with
alleged terrorists who are portrayed by the
media as the “Other” to society, there is
another, rarely acknowledged result: by
conducting a criminal trial (as opposed to
administrative detention or political
assassination) the authorities also contribute
to the possibility of a political debate through
the structure of the trial (albeit in a constrained
and a-symmetrical manner). This, ambivalent,
character of political trials complicates our
assessment of the merits of conducting a
criminal trial against alleged terrorists.

Political Trials and Radical
Difference
In attempting to acknowledge the special
character of the political trial we should first
attend to the way in which it diverges from
the unarticulated presuppositions of an
ordinary trial. Many political trials begin with
what can be characterized as a situation of
“radical difference”. This is a situation in which
two groups with antithetical or irreconcilable
ideas about law and society meet in court. The
conflict is radical in the sense that the two sides
cannot agree on the jurisdiction of the court,
or on the substantive or procedural law that
should govern the dispute. The controversy
cannot be resolved solely by legal means since
it does not concern a purely legal question,
such as the interpretation of the law. Rather,
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it raises the preliminary question of which legal
system has the right to adjudicate the conflict
and which tribunal has jurisdiction over the
case.11 Put differently, even if the defendant
committed the alleged crimes, there is a
question over whether the defendant should
be answerable to the adjudicating court. In
effect, each side calls for the recognition of a
different historical narrative that governs the
dispute and is assumed by the legal system as
a source for its authority. In such cases, the
triadic structure of the trial collapses into a
binary structure of two opposite parties facing
each other in a power struggle, in the absence
of an accepted overriding law that can function
as arbiter. In an ordinary trial, the two
disputing parties can bring their case before
a third party, whose position as an outsider
to the dispute can guarantee its impartiality
and thus endow its ruling with legitimacy. In
cases of radical difference there is no such third
party because the court, through its association
with the regime, is deemed by one of the parties
to be its adversary, and the legitimacy of the
court is therefore called into question. It is this
phenomenon of radical difference that turns
the trial into a political one and makes the
question of jurisdiction the focus of attention
for both parties.

The Question of Jurisdiction
In order to evaluate the ways open to the
defendant to raise his political concerns before
the court without endowing the trial with
legitimacy, we should turn to the question of
jurisdiction. It seems that the point of
assuming jurisdiction over the case by the court
is a crucial one in this matter. At the initial
stage of the trial, the parties do not have to
engage the substantive claims about the guilt
or innocence of the defendant, but rather to
debate what the proper tribunal is for

addressing these questions. It is therefore the
stage at which “political” concerns can be
introduced into the trial. Interestingly, whereas
liberal theory generally insists on maintaining
the ideal of the “rule of law” by safeguarding
the distance between the tribunal and the
parties to the dispute,12 at this preliminary stage
the opposite is required. Before the parties can
present their substantive arguments, the court
asks that its jurisdiction over the dispute be
established and that the parties show a
meaningful connection between the case of
controversy and the court. In a criminal trial,
the most important connection is based on a
territorial link – that the acts causing the
dispute occurred on the territory over which
the court has jurisdiction (the territoriality
principle). Another link is a personal one, in
cases in which one of the parties to the dispute
is considered a member of the political
community over which the court is authorized
to judge (the nationality principle). In
addition, a temporal connection has to be
proven – that there is no statute of limitations
applicable to the act under consideration.
These three links establishing the court’s
jurisdiction are also the three basic relations
that constitute a political community: place,
people and time.13 This community basis of
criminal law is of special importance when we
deal with the jurisprudence of terror.14 It
represents the modern understanding of
criminal law as one of the most important
expressions of state sovereignty, which is
usually delimited in terms of territory and
geography (promising to apply the criminal
code in an equal manner to all the inhabitants
of a certain territory).15 The law of jurisdiction
can thus give us a first hint about the
connection between law and community, a
connection that might be too easily overlooked
in an age of “universal jurisdiction.”16
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Two Strategies of Political Defense
It is possible to identify two main approaches
to a political trial on the part of the defendant.
One strategy is to accept the rules of the game
and to play according to those rules, hoping
that, by winning her case on its merits, she will
embarrass the authorities and show that the
case was no more than a political ploy. The
other possible strategy is one of non-
cooperation: de-legitimizing the court by
saying, “This court has no jurisdiction over my
case. You can try me, but I will not legitimize
you by appointing lawyers or by cross-
examining your witnesses. Do whatever you
want. I am here only as a symbol of your power
over me. This is the rule of force and not of
law, because you forced me to be here – you
cannot force me to talk, or to defend myself,
or to play according to your rules.” The
problem with this strategy is that it does not
really afford the defendant the opportunity to
present her version of the events in court, and
she usually just loses the case.

These two strategies were adopted by
Bishara and Barghouti, respectively. In order
to understand their different choices, we must
first understand the choices made by the Israeli
authorities in respect to the two trials. In both
cases, the State of Israel decided to conduct
a criminal trial in the regular, civilian courts.
This was not an obvious decision in either case.
In the Bishara case, in order to bring a criminal
prosecution against a Knesset member, the
state had to overcome the parliamentary
immunity enjoyed by former MK Bishara. In
the Barghouti case, since the prosecution had
a choice between two parallel jurisdictions
(military courts and civilian courts), the more
obvious path would have been to conduct a
trial in a military court, as Israel does in most
of the cases of other Palestinians defendants.17

What can explain these unusual choices? Here

we see the explanatory power of Kirchheimer’s
theory of legitimization. In choosing to
conduct the trial in civilian courts and under
regular criminal law (procedural and
substantive), the conflict was further removed
from its political context. In the Bishara case,
the criminal trial had the potential of turning
a political speech into a criminal act, thus
banishing a political adversary from the realm
of legitimate political debate. In the Barghouti
case, a military court does not enjoy the allure
of the “rule of law,” and therefore the civilian
court, notwithstanding the added risk to the
authorities, was the preferred way of de-
legitimizing the Palestinian political leadership.

The two defendants concentrated their
arguments on the political aspects of the trials
at the jurisdictional stage. Issues relating to the
political nature of the trial underlay the
defendants’ arguments regarding the
jurisdiction of the court. Both defendants
sought to expose the political underpinning
of the trial by showing the unequal treatment
that they had received. Bishara stated that his
trial constituted a precedent for the prosecution
of an Israeli MK for political speeches, and
Barghouti maintained that Israel was deviating
from the norms of the international law of war
by treating him as criminal instead of a
“prisoner of war,” and by conducting a political
trial against him. Both defendants thus
questioned the legitimacy of resorting to
domestic Israeli criminal law. For this reason
both also stressed the collective nature of the
prosecutions, in that the actual defendant was
not the individual on trial but the group he
represented.

In both of these cases the defendants are
political leaders, and, most relevant to my
thesis, both defendants advance narratives that
compete with the hegemonic narrative of the
basic values of Israel. Azmi Bishara is an Israeli
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citizen, a former Member of the Knesset, and
a political leader of a party that is identified
with the ideology of transforming Israel into
“a state of all its citizens” as opposed to a
“Jewish and democratic state,” as the basic
(constitutional) laws of Israel now define it.
Barghouti, on the other hand, is not an Israeli
citizen; he is a Palestinian resident of Ramallah,
a political leader in the Fatah movement, and
an elected member of the Palestinian
Parliament. He promotes and supports a
political platform that denounces the Israeli
occupation of the Palestinian territories and
advocates militant resistance to the occupation
as an expression of the Palestinian right of self-
determination. Barghouti, in contrast to some
more radical Palestinian leaders, advocates
limiting the violent resistance to the Occupied
Territories (that is, against soldiers and settlers),
and claims that this restriction makes the
actions of the resistance legitimate under
international law.18 His narrative of a struggle
for liberation collides with Israel’s narrative in
its own recent “war on terror”, a narrative that
does not distinguish between acts of violent
resistance and defines them all as acts of terror.

Notwithstanding the structural
commonalities between the two cases, one
important difference is that Bishara, unlike
Barghouti, falls into the category of “friend”,
that is, he is an Israeli citizen and an elected
Member of the Israeli Parliament. This means
that the door is open for him to compete with
the accepted Israeli narrative at the political
level and to incorporate his views (his political
motive) into the law through a constitutional
amendment. However, Bishara’s trial
functioned as a means through which his
hybrid identity as an Arab citizen of Israel (with
conflicting loyalties to Israel and to the
Palestinian struggle) is redefined as siding
squarely with the “enemy” (the Palestinian

resistance movement). This might explain his
decision not to question the very competence
of Israeli courts to judge his actions. Bishara
made a narrower claim that, under existing law,
he was answerable only to the Knesset, since
political speeches of members of parliament
enjoy substantive immunity. Bishara argued
that if the court ruled against him on this
preliminary question, and asserted its authority
to adjudicate the case, it would be redrawing
the lines of legitimate political speech in Israel,
by turning Arab criticism of the Israeli
occupation, and its opposition to the Israeli
ethos of a “Jewish and democratic” state into
a criminal act.19 The state denied the validity
of this claim, explaining that Arab citizens of
Israel and Arab Members of the Knesset most
certainly do enjoy freedom of speech, but that
Bishara crossed the line of legitimate political
speech when he advocated violent actions of
resistance by Palestinians to the Israeli
Occupation.

In the Bishara case, the jurisdictional claim
against the court had an “external” quality
since, although initially raised and rejected by
the trial court, it was later taken up and
reversed by the Supreme Court.20 In the
Barghouti case, the jurisdictional stage did not
enjoy an institutional separation, since the
same tribunal decided both the question of
jurisdiction and the substantive question of
criminal liability (the decision can be appealed
only as a whole). However, Barghouti, as a
political defendant, attributed considerable
weight to this qualitative difference and acted
accordingly. Thus, while he was legally
represented and submitted a legal response on
the issue of jurisdiction, he refused to be legally
represented or to cooperate with the Israeli
court or the Public Defender’s Office on any
other issue so as to avoid the effect of
legitimization. Being considered a “foe,”
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Barghouti’s claim against Israeli jurisdiction
was far more radical than Bishara’s: since the
Palestinian people base their right of violent
resistance on the right of self-determination,
and since Israeli law does not acknowledge such
a right, Israeli courts cannot serve as legitimate
arbiters. The court rejected Barghouti’s claims
against the court’s jurisdiction,21 insisting that
his actions were not political but criminal, and
that therefore “it is the duty of the state of Israel
to bring the likes of Barghouti to trial.”

We see then that the two political
defendants concentrated their claims at the
stage of jurisdiction, but that their defenses
conveyed different degrees of legitimization to
the court. We should now turn to see to what
extent their respective defense strategies
introduced “risk” to the trial and undermined
the state’s case against them.

The Barghouti Trial
In assessing the element of risk in the Barghouti
trial, we should first take note of its relation
to the broader public debate in Israel regarding
the morality and legality of the state’s policy
of assassinating Palestinian military and
political leaders. The Israeli Supreme Court
has ruled recently on this matter. While
affirming the legality of “targeted killing”, the
court stated that bringing the suspected
terrorist to trial is always preferable in a state
committed to the rule of law.22 Although many
criticized the political nature of the Barghouti
trial, it was difficult for the opposition to
criticize the trial while at the same time
condemning the policy of assassinations
(against Hamas leader Sheikh Yassin, for
example). Those who condemn the Israeli
policy of “targeted killings” are thus led to
evaluate the merits of the Barghouti trial as a
political trial; that is, to evaluate potential for
“risk” to be introduced to the trial.

In order to assess the space of opportunity
allowed to the defendant by the court, we
should consider two questions: Firstly, did the
trial provide a stage for Barghouti to explain
his opposing narrative, thus allowing the judges
and the Israeli audience to hear a different story
about the second Intifada? Secondly, did the
trial carry any risk for the Israeli authorities?

 Beginning with the latter question, one
large risk did materialize in the trial in the form
of the court’s rejection of the prosecution’s
conception of the trial. The Israeli prosecution
wanted to build a case similar to the Eichmann
trial, in which the defendant could be found
responsible for all the acts of terror committed
by subordinate members of his political
organization. In this way, the trial could
function as a forum for telling the story of
Israeli victimization during the second Intifada.
The Israeli prosecution’s conception was that,
since Barghouti had advocated and supported
the Intifada, any terrorist action taken by
members of his group could be attributed to
him. In order to achieve this political aim
within the context of a criminal trial, the
prosecution had to translate its conception into
legal doctrines. Israeli criminal law is based on
the principle of individual responsibility.23 In
order to convict Barghouti for the terrorist
attacks committed by subordinate members
of his organization, the prosecution had to
provide an expansive interpretation of who
should be considered an accomplice to a crime.
The prosecution claimed that the mere fact of
being a senior political leader advocating acts
of violent resistance and providing financial
support and weapons to the “men in the field”
renders the leader personally responsible.
Furthermore, the prosecution claimed that
Barghouti should be viewed not merely as an
accomplice to murder who bears an indirect
responsibility, but rather as a principle actor
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bearing direct responsibility.
 The court convicted Barghouti only for

specific acts of participation in terrorist attacks.
However, it rejected the larger conception of
the prosecution, thus undermining its most
important political message.24 How can our
theory of political trials explain this result?
Here we must pay attention to the dynamics
of a criminal trial. Accepting the argument put
forth by the prosecution had the potential to
undermine one of the cornerstones of Israeli
criminal law: the need to prove individual
responsibility. In order to convict Barghouti,
the court would have to blur the distinction
between principle actor and accomplice. The
judges refused to adopt the prosecution’s
interpretation of the law precisely because it
undermined the autonomy of the law, and
threatened the liberties of Israeli citizens. This
is the dynamic of legitimization that
Kirchheimer anticipated; in order for Israel to
have the trial recognized as legitimate by the
international community, it had to put
Barghouti on trial in ordinary courts, following
the general criminal code. At the same time,
trying him under domestic criminal law meant
that the conviction could create a dangerous
precedent for the development of the criminal
law by undermining the principal of individual
responsibility. The judges’ concern for the
general direction of the criminal law had the
upper hand. As an aside, the judges in the
Eichmann trial faced the same dilemma after
having rejected the “conspiracy” theory
adopted by the Nuremberg court. They
contended with this dilemma by relying on the
“special law” of the Nazis and Nazi
Collaborators (Punishment) Law, 1950, and
by applying the special categories of “Crimes
Against the Jewish People” and “Crimes
Against Humanity”.25 In doing so, they
safeguarded ordinary criminal law from

undesirable expansion. Yet, the decision of
Eichmann’s court to rely on the special law
against Nazis and their collaborators had the
potential to undermine the legitimacy of the
trial, since it made it harder to claim that
Eichmann had been judged like “any other
criminal”.26

The judges in the Barghouti trial, in
contrast, could not resort to this special law,
since it restricts the application of Crimes
Against Humanity to crimes committed during
the Nazi period. Not willing to expand the
general provisions of the criminal code, the
Barghouti judges dismissed thirty-three of the
thirty-seven counts of murder with which he
was charged as irrelevant and found him guilty
of being an accessory to murder and murder
in four instances. In each conviction, the court
found that direct involvement on the part of
the defendant had been proven. Mere political
activity, such as political speech encouraging
military resistance, or even providing financial
support and weapons for carrying out terrorist
attacks in general, did not suffice in the court’s
view to turn Barghouti the political leader into
an accomplice in all the attacks carried by his
organization. The defendant, the court
explained, “cannot be attributed with the
general and sweeping crime of premeditated
aiding and abetting of murder for each and
every terrorist attack due merely to his general
awareness that his people are executing attacks
using weapons and funds that he secured for
them.”27 In terms of criminal law, Barghouti
was convicted of murder, so it was a legal
victory for the prosecution in this respect. In
terms of politics, however, the Israeli
authorities failed to criminalize the political
leadership of the Palestinian people as such for
turning away from the Oslo Agreements and
choosing the path of violent resistance. In this
way, the court found a way of maintaining its
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partial autonomy from the political authorities,
making further persecution of this kind less
desirable.28

Where politics gained the upper hand,
however, was at the preliminary stage of the
trial in which the court’s jurisdiction was
deliberated. As mentioned, during the
jurisdictional stage Barghouti cooperated with
the proceedings and raised several grounds of
legal objections.29 However, once he lost on
this matter, he ceased to cooperate. The entire
trial was then conducted without his
cooperation, which is in essence how he tried
to de-legitimize the Israeli court.30 This move
forced the judges, used to playing the role of
umpire in a trial, to try to imagine Barghouti’s
position in order to supply the missing side
of the story. The defendant, on the other hand,
saw himself in direct conflict with the court
and not just with the prosecution. As Barghouti
declared to the presiding judge (Judge Sirota),
“I am a political leader, a member of
parliament, an elected leader of the Palestinian
people… I am fighting for peace and for the
rights and independence of my people… I do
not recognize this court. It is a court
representing the occupiers.”31 The defendant,
who was obliged by the court to be represented
by the Israeli Public Defender’s Office, refused
to advance a legal defense. With this
performative act of refusal, he attempted to
expose the rule of force underlying this trial.

Did Barghouti manage to use the trial to
advance an alternative narrative to the official
Israeli narrative? As explained, the defendant
refused to advance a legal defense. However,
the court did on occasion allow him to use the
courtroom as a stage for advancing his political
narrative. Thus, the trial became one of the
most interesting intersections between the
Israeli and Palestinian narratives regarding the
collapse of the Oslo peace agreement.

According to the prevailing Israeli narrative,
Barghouti represents the Palestinians’ betrayal
of the principles of the agreement. Barghouti,
in contrast, attempted to advance the story of
Oslo from a Palestinian point of view.
According to this narrative, it was Israel that
had broken its promises through the continued
settlement building and by hardening the lives
of the Palestinians following Oslo. Barghouti
also expressed his personal perspective:

I am a person who lived and was born under Israeli

occupation, and I know what occupation is. Maybe

for you it is ruling another people, and you are

proud that you conquered and that you have the

power over the Palestinians. Occupation is killing

and murdering a whole nation. It steals the air from

the individual… This month, ten years ago, Arafat

and Rabin signed an agreement of mutual

recognition… I was one of those who led to this

agreement and approved and encouraged it, seeing

in it a new opportunity for the two people… When

Rabin was murdered we paid the price… [author’s

translation.]

At the level of competing narratives, the court
was unwilling to accept Barghouti’s narrative
of a legitimate struggle for liberation and the
right of self-determination as a relevant defense
of his criminal actions. Deciding on the matter
of jurisdiction, the court rejected Barghouti’s
contention that he should enjoy the status of
a “prisoner of war” under international law.
The court distinguished between “legal
combatants” and “illegal combatants”,
explaining that the latter do not enjoy the
status of “prisoner of war” and are therefore
legitimate subjects of criminal law.32 Judging
Barghouti through the lens of the criminal law
had the effect of veiling the collective nature
of the conflict and presenting Barghouti as an
ordinary criminal. The trial, however, had the
opposite effect on the Palestinian public in
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terms of the prevailing narrative, which viewed
Barghouti as a persecuted political leader.33

These bifurcated perceptions of the trial
manifest the condition of ‘radical difference,’
which became apparent by the conducting of
a criminal trial.

The Bishara Trial34

On November 7, 2001, the Knesset voted to
lift Bishara’s parliamentary immunity, and on
November 11, 2001, the Attorney General
filed two indictments against him. The first
indictment charged Bishara with violating the
Prevention of Terror Ordinance - 1948 in two
public speeches he made, one in the Arab town
of Umm al-Fahem on August 5, 2000, and the
other in Kardaha, Syria, on June 10, 2001, at
a memorial service marking the first
anniversary of President Hafez al-Assad’s death.
In the memorial service were present leaders
of the Hezbollah party. The indictment
claimed that Bishara’s speeches were in effect
an incitement to commit terrorist acts against
Israelis. He was indicted for supporting a
terrorist organization.

The speech made by Bishara, for which he
was indicted, stated the following:

It is no longer possible to continue without

enlarging the realm between the possibility of a full-

scale war and the impossibility of surrender. The

Sharon government is distinguished by the fact that

it came into power after the victory of the Lebanese

“resistance” which benefited from the enlarged

realm that Syria has continuously fostered between

accepting Israeli dictates regarding a so-called

comprehensive and enduring peace and the military

option. This space nourished the determination and

heroic persistence of the leadership and

membership of the Lebanese “resistance”. But

following the victory of this “resistance”, and

following the Geneva summit and the failure of

“Camp David”, an Israeli government came into

power determined to shrink the realm of resistance,

by putting forth an ultimatum: either accept

Israeli’s dictates or face full-scale war. Thus, it is not

possible to continue with a third way – that of

“resistance” – without expanding this realm once

again so that the people can struggle and

“resist”…35

There was an irony in the Bishara trial, which
I want to identify. It was much more difficult
to try Bishara than Barghouti because the
charges against him were based solely on
political speeches. The term “resistance” that
he used was ambiguous and therefore the
legitimacy of the trial was undermined from
the outset. It could be interpreted as an
outright adoption of Hezbollah’s model of
violence, or it could be seen as supporting the
conditions for civil disobedience. The irony
stems from the tension between the content
of the speech and the form of the criminal trial.
The speech for which Bishara was indicted
dealt with expanding the space for political
action, and creating a third option, between
complete submission to Israel’s demands and
total war. The criminal charges against Bishara
demanded that his speech be classified
according to a binary logic of either “free
speech” or “supporting terror.” The form of
the trial thus contributed to disguising the
realm of action that stretches between these
two polarities, which includes, for example,
various types of civil disobedience.36 The
question to be deliberated by the court was
what Bishara meant when he used the term
‘resistance’. While he did not clarify whether
he meant violent or non-violent resistance, he
did stress that he advocated a third path and,
at least in his speech, spoke of expanding the
political space. The reaction of the political
authorities in Israel to this call was to reduce
the political space of debate by removing
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Bishara’s political immunity. Symbolically, this
act removed his views from the Israeli
Parliament’s agenda, the forum where he could
express an opposing narrative to the all-
encompassing dichotomy of peace or total war
presented by the Israeli mainstream. The
advocacy of a ‘third path’ was thus singled out
by the prosecution as a non-political option,
made into a criminal speech-act, and therefore
an option the Israeli public did not have to
contend with.

The tension between form and content put
Bishara in a double bind. Responding to the
accusations as a criminal defendant could carry
the additional message of acquiescing to the
binary structure the state wished to impose
upon him. Conversely, refusing to engage the
substantive accusation by focusing on the
question of jurisdiction could signify an
unwillingness to engage in substantive
justification of his views. Bishara chose the
latter path.

In comparison to the Barghouti trial, the
jurisdictional stage seemed to better serve
Bishara, since his actions were doubly distanced
from the act of “resistance.” Firstly, he was not
charged with participating in the violent acts
of “resistance” but only with speaking in their
favor. And secondly, since Bishara was an
elected MK, he could choose not to challenge
the constitutionality of the substantive criminal
law proscribing such speeches, but rather to
claim parliamentary immunity from
prosecution under such laws. He also enjoyed
the institutional advantage of bringing his
claims before the Supreme Court, sitting as
High Court of Justice, once the trial court had
rejected his claims (an option closed to
Barghouti, whose appeal on jurisdiction could
only take place after the conclusion of the trial
and as part of an appeal against the whole
judgment).

Was the dialectic of risk and legitimacy,
identified by Kirchheimer, present in the
Bishara judgment? On February 1, 2006,
Bishara’s petition to the Supreme Court against
the deprivation of his parliamentary immunity
was accepted and the criminal proceeding
against him was terminated (then-Chief Justice
Barak delivered the opinion of the court, with
which Justice Rivlin concurred and Justice
Hayut dissented). In deciding whether the
speeches made by Bishara were protected by
“substantive immunity”, Chief Justice Barak
was willing to presume that they indeed
fulfilled the requirements of the offence of
“supporting a terrorist organization.” However,
Barak decided that breaking the criminal law
by a Member of Parliament under these
circumstances is protected by parliamentary
immunity and should be viewed as “an integral
part of the legitimate act of taking a stand on
political issues.” An important factor in
upholding Bishara’s immunity was the impact
of the decision on the constitutional structure
of Israeli democracy, in particular on the
balance between the criminal law (proscription
against incitement to violence and support of
terrorist organizations) and the protection of
political speech. The court relied heavily on
its prior decision to overturn the Central
Election Committee’s decision to disqualify
Bishara’s party from participating in Israel’s
parliamentary elections because of its platform
of transforming Israel into “a state of all its
citizens.” This platform, the court ruled, did
not contradict the Basic Law: The Knesset
(1985), which declares Israel a “Jewish and
democratic” state.37 In our case, the Supreme
Court took a further step in this direction and
recognized the applicability of parliamentary
immunity to speeches that seem to fall under
the criminal proscription against incitement
to violence and terror.
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The criminal trial against Bishara was
terminated. But was it also a political victory
for the defendant? The decision of the Supreme
Court to accept Bishara’s petition can be
interpreted as an attempt to uphold the
distinction between form and content. The
court expanded the protection granted to
elected representatives of the Arab citizens so
as to allow them to criticize the fundamental
values of the polity without fearing criminal
prosecution. In the short term, the decision
seems to de-legitimize the case of the
prosecution. However, in the long term, such
a decision carries a far broader legitimizing
effect for political prosecutions of ordinary
citizens under the substantive criminal
proscription of certain political speeches
(supporting terrorist organizations). This is so
since the criminal provision is validated by the
participation of representatives of Arab citizens
in the Knesset’s deliberations, enjoying their
immunity without fear of criminal
prosecution.38 Notwithstanding this
legitimizing effect of the Supreme Court’s
decision, its ruling had the effect of expanding
the political space of deliberation and rejecting
the binary logic of criminal prosecution at least
as far as members of Knesset are concerned.
The fact that Bishara was a member of Knesset
allowed the court to rely on a third option
between acquittal and conviction – one that
addresses the constitutional problematic of the
criminal prosecution without deciding on the
merits of the case.39 A further implication of
the decision was a refusal to redraw the lines
of “friend”/“foe” narrowly and to view Bishara
as standing beyond the pale.

Conclusion
In conclusion, I would like to return to the
starting point of this article. Terrorism today
poses a difficult challenge to legal liberalism.

On the one hand, the liberal commitment to
the rule of law has been manifested in an
attempt to make every expression of violence
subject to the law’s authority. On the other
hand, the ability to demarcate the boundary
between criminal law and international law is
undermined when applied to the hybrid
category of terror.

The initial reaction of the State of Israel,
which has been an occupying regime for forty
years and has been exposed to ongoing and
particularly violent acts of terror, has been to
unleash a military response and to develop
methods of dubious constitutionality, such as
collective punishment and “targeted killings.”
In this context, appeals to the regular court
system and the application of criminal law over
alleged terrorists can be considered “progress.”
However, as I have shown, the danger of
criminal prosecutions is great as it contributes
to obscuring the conflict’s political basis and
blurring the differences between the political
defendant and the ordinary criminal
defendant. The criminalization of the conflict
means erasing its political and collective
context and the ability to make moral
judgments in light of this context. In short,
substantive criminal law is ill-equipped to deal
with situations of what I have called “radical
difference”. In addition, when terrorism enters
the courtroom of a state that is involved in a
violent conflict with the group to which the
defendant belongs, a basic cornerstone of
criminal law – the impartiality of judges – fails
to exist. In light of these problems, there have
been many calls to reject the legitimacy of
political trials conducted under the guise of
criminal law.

One of the solutions developed in recent
years has been to transfer conflicts of this type
to third-party courts (national courts such as
in Belgium or international courts such as the
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International Criminal Court (ICC)). This
option, as I have argued elsewhere, creates
problems of politicization of a different sort
(stemming from the arbitrariness and
inconsistency in enforcing international law),
and does not fundamentally resolve the
difficulty.40 The alternative, which I examined
in this essay, is to recognize that these criminal
cases are legitimate, notwithstanding their
political nature, and to evaluate them
according to the margins of risk to the
authorities that they present. In this article,
I attempted to demonstrate how – even in the
most difficult circumstances of violent conflict
between groups – judges of national courts can
still mitigate the political nature of a lawsuit
by exercising internal legal considerations (the
requirements of substantive criminal law,
binding precedents and procedural safeguards),
as well as institutional considerations (the
independence of the legal system vis-à-vis the
executive branch, the status of the courts vis-
à-vis the international legal community, and
so on). I called this phenomenon, following
the jurist Otto Kirchheimer, “enlarging the
margins of risk”. Precisely because modern
criminal law is connected to a national
community, the assigning of the status of a
criminal defendant creates an opportunity for
the defendant to challenge the system from
within. In this essay I pointed to the space for
maneuver opened up by the criminal trial for
the political defendant. Having identified the
dynamics of risk and legitimization, it is
worthwhile developing legal methods for
expanding and strengthening this “in between”
space.41
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